
 

The book ´´Sturmtochter“ is about a 17-year-old girl who lost her 
mum. Now she lives with her father and got the power to control 
water, but she doesn´t know why. In the book Ava wants to find out 
why she got the magic. 
 
The fives elements and a young girl 
 
The absolutly exciting, heart-warming fantasy novel ´´Sturmtochter-für immer verboten“ is 
a trilogy, written by Bianca Iosivoni. The story is about a 17-year-old girl Ava, who lives on 
the Scottish islands with her dad and her friends. Ava was 5 years old when her mother 
died in a boat accident. After the death of Avas mother, her best friend Bianca and her 
family moved to the Scottish island to support Ava´s family. In the new school, Ava and 
Lance become friends and hunt one year elementary together, these are monsters which 
are formed from the five elements of the earth (water, fire, air, earth and lightning).  One 
day Ava figures out that she has the power to control the water and she is the last 
remaining person with this magic, but she doesn´t know why, she wants to find that out. 
 
The story is not written in one persective like normally, here every situation is written in 
another perspective, so that the reader sees the feelings of the diffrent characters. That 
makes the story hard to understand in the beginning, but you can read it well. Most 
chapters are written in the perspective of Ava, who gets her water magic on the beach. 
She doesn´t realize this until Raid, a boy she doesn´t know, tells her. At home she 
searches for an answer but can´t find anything, her father sees this and explains it to her, 
because her dad lied to Ava the whole time. He explains to Ava that her mother had this 
magic, but she had a fight with the other members of the clan, so she left them. Nobody 
knows if Ava will get this magic so her dad didn´t tell her, until now. 
Ava wants to get more information about her clan and what really happend to her mother. 
Bianca, Lance and Ava are going to the archive of the water clan in the hope that they will 
found more information. The three friends face many adventures and they find more 
friends than they thought. 
I don´t know myself if Ava will find the reason for her magic and what happens to her 
friends, I have only started reading the novel but I am already stricking by the exciting, 
heart-warming story of the girl Ava. Bianca Iosivioni had the idea fort he book 
´´Sturmtochter“ for many years, to collect inspiration, she traveled through Scotland and 
visited the places that she describes in the book. 
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